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Abstract
This article presents a large-scale molecular dynamic simulations of wave propagation in a cracked bcc (body
centered cubic) iron crystal based on an N-body potential model which gives a good description of an anisotropic
elasticity. The crystal is loaded by a stress pulse on its front face and the response is detected on its opposite face.
The various shapes, amplitudes, and widths of stress pulse are considered. The simulations are performed also for
a central pre-existing Griffith crack. The crack is embedded in a bcc iron crystal having a basic cubic orientation.
The acquired results bring important information for further analysis oriented to new NDT nanoscale methods.
c© 2008 University of West Bohemia in Pilsen. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is an increasing interest in molecular dynamic (MD) simulations (e.g. [1, 4, 5, 6]) since
they can bring valuable information on micromechanics and kinetics of failure in materials,
which is often not accessible for experiments. Moreover, MD simulations use an independent
failure criterion (cut-off radius of nonlinear interatomic forces) and thus, they can verify conti-
nuum predictions both in linear and nonlinear region of loading.
Our work is motivated by efforts to recognize (to “see”) a pre-existing crack of nano-scale
dimensions by means of elastic wave propagation in body centered cubic (bcc) atomic lattice
of iron. The studies utilize scattering of the elastic stress waves and nonlinear effects. The
crystal is loaded by a pressure pulse from an external sample surface. The mechanical response
to interior defect is monitored on the both external and front free sample surfaces via a map
of the atomic displacements and velocities. The results will be compared with the dynamic
response in perfect crystals. We believe that this research can bring useful new information for
nondestructive testing (NDT) on nano scale level.
We utilize 3D atomistic simulations by molecular dynamic technique with an N-body po-
tential for bcc iron [2] of Finnis-Sinclair type [3] and parallel programming [7]. Present work
is a continuation of the studies published in [8, 9, 10]. The behavior of stress waves caused by
a surface impulsion in perfect crystals is described in [8, 9]. The N-body potential gives a good
description of an anisotropic elasticity. The mechanical response of the crack to point, line and
surface impulsions of Heaviside type is studied in [10]. The latest study shows that the most
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Fig. 1. The geometry of used sample, the crack location, and type of loading
effective way how to detect the crack in the framework of the non-linear atomistic model is the
surface excitation.
In present simulations the stress wave propagation is studied both in perfect crystal and
in the presence of a crack. A central Griffith crack is embedded in a bcc iron crystal with the
basic cubic orientation. The crystal is loaded by a surface stress pulse on its front face and
the response is detected on its opposite face and also on the front face. The various shapes,
amplitudes, and widths of a stress pulse are considered. The tasks of this type have a physical
sense only if the information is not influenced by the stress wave reflections from the free
surfaces of the atomistic samples. For that reason the samples should be large enough and
the simulations on these models can be realized only with a massive application of parallel
programming techniques, [7].
2. Description of numerical MD experiments
AllMD simulationswere performed on a bcc iron plates with the lattice constant a0 = 2.8665 A˚.
The plate thickness was 400 atoms in the y axis direction. The infinity in the other two direc-
tions was reached by the application of the periodic boundary conditions on the rectangular
sample with the edge of 400 atoms in the x axis direction and the edge of 500 atoms in the z
axis direction (fig. 1 – left). The pre-existing Griffith crack is created in the middle of the crystal
(fig. 1 – center) by removing 3 atomic {100} layers, i.e. the initial crack thickness corresponds
to 2a0 and its width is 100 a0. Since the Fe–Fe potential from [2] is short ranged (cut-off radius
is 1.3 a0), interatomic interactions between the free crack faces do not exist initially. This can
be changed when a pressure pulse reaches the crack faces. The sample without a crack con-
tains totally 159 800 000 atoms. The sample with the crack contains totally 159 680 400 atoms.
The all-area excitation in the y axis direction on the front side has been used as a loading
(fig. 1 – right). Surface relaxation has been performed in the sample before external loading.
Initial temperature corresponded to 0K and further thermal atomic motion was not controlled
in the system. Loading is applied in the y-direction by applying external forces Fext = σAa
2
0
on
each atom in the first surface layer. The applied stress σA has two pulse shapes with a various
width and amplitude. The stress pulses began at 30th time integration step. The pulse shapes,
their widths and the values of applied stress in GPa are given in tab. 1. The performed simula-
tions for particular shapes and widths of pulses, and for individual levels of loading are marked
() in this table. The denoted simulations were done both for the sample without a crack and
for the sample with the Griffith crack. All tests, where the local atomic interactions across the
free crack faces were monitored, are marked by the star (∗). The tests denoted by circled number
are used in the following chapter.
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Table 1. The excitation pulse types
Stress Pulse Applied stress
pulse width Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
shape [fs] 0.675GPa 2.700GPa 10.800GPa
200    
400  ∗ 
800  
1 600 ∗ 
400 
800 
1 600  ∗ 
Fig. 2. The atom location selected for an output file
To solve Newtonian equations of motion we used a time integration step 10−14 s in all simu-
lations. The tests were done between the steps 0 and 3 000. The total energy balance (the kinetic
energy, the potential energy and the work of external forces), the total number of the atomic in-
teractions, and the local number of the atomic interactions at free crack faces were monitored
at each time step. The total number of the interactions for the sample without a crack was
constant (1 117 400 000), and for the sample with the crack was either constant (1 116 320 400)
or increased by the number of the local through crack interactions, which do not exist initially
across the free crack faces.
The immediate state (positions and velocities) of the selected atoms has been saved every
25th simulation step in all tests. The location of these selected atoms is shown in fig. 2. The
state of the whole atomic system was saved when the simulations finished.
The calculations were done on 50 CPUs of the CESNET METACentrum clusters KONOS,
MINOS, SKIRIT and SKURUT (the implementation of one simulation step intervened between
21 and 55 seconds depending on a machine performance).
3. Results and discussion
All tests (see tab. 1) were performed both for a perfect crystal and for a crystal with the embed-
ded crack. The behavior differences are demonstrated in fig. 4. There is displayed the kinetic
and potential energy for the test . Smaller changes are evident in both energies after the reflec-
tion from back side of crystal (time step ≈ 2 100) for the case of a sample with a crack (fig. 4 –
bottom) in comparison with the perfect sample (fig. 4 – top). The reasons consist in the energy
needed to passing the crack (time step ≈ 1 050).
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Fig. 3. The location of the atoms used in the following figures
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Fig. 4. The kinetic and the potential energy of the whole system for the test . The perfect crystal – top,
the crystal with a crack – bottom
The influence of the pulse width on stress wave propagation for the sample with the crack
is demonstrated in fig. 5. The absolute atomic velocity waveform on the y axis (see fig. 3 – left)
at the time step 2150 (shortly after the back side reflection) for the test  and  is depicted in
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Fig. 5. The velocity magnitudes of the atoms on the y axis for the tests  (top) and  (bottom)
fig. 5. The pulse width for the test  was 200 fs (top) and for the test  was 400 fs (bottom).
The location of the crack is denoted in these figures by means of the gray line.
Note the differences of the behavior for the test  (narrow pulse) in the comparison with
the test  (wide pulse):
1. higher values of |v| in neighborhood of the crystal front side,
2. latter reflection from the crystal back side and lower values of |v| in its neighborhood,
3. lower values of |v| in the area behind the crack.
Reasons consist in the local atomic interactions across the free crack faces that were moni-
tored only for the test .
In the following figures, we are concentrated only on the tests, where the local atomic inter-
actions across the free crack were detected, i.e. test , , and . Time progress of the global
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kinetic and potential energies in the whole system together with the number of the local atomic
interactions across the free crack is shown in fig. 6, fig. 10 and fig. 14. In these figures, the
significant times from t1 up to t4 and u1 up to u4 are marked.
The pressure wave front reaches the crack plane at the time step t1. The stress wave passes
the crack at the time step t2. The atomic absolute velocity waveform on the y axis (fig. 3 – left)
is depicted for the time steps t1 and t2 in the fig. 7, fig. 11 and fig. 15 for the tests , , and ,
respectively. The location of the crack is again denoted in these figures by means of the gray
line.
The time t3 and t4 denoted the moment closely before and after the reflection of the stress
waves from the crystal back side, respectively. The situation at the atoms located on the perpen-
dicular back face axis (see fig. 3–center) is illustrated for the time steps t3 and t4 in the fig. 8,
fig. 12 and fig. 16 for the tests , , and , respectively.
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Fig. 6. The energies of the whole system and the number of the crack interactions for the test 
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Fig. 7. The velocity magnitudes of the atoms on the y axis for the test , time t1 – left, t2 – right
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Fig. 8. The velocity magnitudes of the atoms on the z axis for the test , time t3 – left, t4 – right
u1 u2 u3 u4
Fig. 9. The atom location in the crack neighborhood for the test  at the times u1–u4
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Fig. 10. The energies of the whole system and the number of the crack interactions for the test 
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Fig. 11. The velocity magnitudes of the atoms on the y axis for the test , time t1 – left, t2 – right
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Fig. 12. The velocity magnitudes of the atoms on the z axis for the test , time t3 – left, t4 – right
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u1 u2 u3 u4
Fig. 13. The atom location in the crack neighborhood for the test  at the times u1–u4
The atom location in the crack neighborhood (see fig. 3 – right) at the times u1–u4 for the
test , , and , is shown in fig. 9, fig. 13, and fig. 17, respectively. Note that the numbers on
horizontal axes in figs. 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15 and 16 denote atomic double layers (a0).
The results of the test are presented in fig. 6–9. The excitation pulse was pure compression
for a period of 1 600 fs with a level of an applied stress 2.7GPa in this test.
The kinetic and potential energy of the whole system as well as the number of the local
atomic crack interactions is shown in fig. 6. There are sudden changes of the energies at the
time moments t1–t4. These changes are caused by a reaching and passing the crack plane by
the stress wave at the time steps t1 and t2, respectively. The changes of the energies at the time
steps t3 and t4 are caused by the incidence and the reflection of stress waves from the crystal
back side.
The times u1–u4 in fig. 6 denote some of the moments in which the number of the local
atomic interactions across the free crack increases. The location of the atoms in the neighbor-
hood of the bottom half of the crack (see fig. 3 – right) in these time moments is displayed in
fig. 9. You can see the atoms are being gripped in the crack center in this case.
The results of the test  are presented in fig. 10–13. The excitation pulse was pure com-
pression for a period of 400 fs with a level of an applied stress 10.8GPa in this test.
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Fig. 14. The energies of the whole system and the number of the crack interactions for the test 
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Fig. 15. The velocity magnitudes of the atoms on the y axis for the test , time t1 – left, t2 – right
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Fig. 16. The velocity magnitudes of the atoms on the z axis for the test , time t3 – left, t4 – right
Fig. 10 shows the kinetic and the potential energy of the whole system and the number of
the local atomic crack interactions as in the previous case. The waveforms of the energies are
not so smooth as in the previous case because of the four times larger applied stress. The time
moments t1 and t2 correspond to the reaching and the passing the crack plane by the stress wave
and the time steps t3 and t4 indicate the incidence and the reflection of the stress waves from
the crystal back side.
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u1 u2 u3 u4
Fig. 17. The atom location in the crack neighborhood for the test  at the times u1–u4
The times u1–u4 in fig. 10 denote again some of the moments in which the number of
the local atomic interactions across the free crack changes. The location of the atoms in the
neighborhood of the bottom half of the crack (see fig. 3 – right) in these time moments is
displayed in fig. 13. In this case the atoms are not being gripped in the crack center but rather
closer to the crack front.
The presentation of the test  is in fig. 14–17. The excitation pulse was initially pure
compression for a period of 800 fs and subsequently pure tension for a period of 800 fs. The
level of applied stress was 10.8GPa as in previous test.
The kinetic and the potential energy waveforms of the whole system and the number of the
local atomic crack interactions are displayed in fig. 14. The notation of the time moments t1–t4
has the same sense as in the two previous cases.
Fig. 17 is very interesting. The crack is nearly gripped at the time u1, then it starts to open at
the crack front. The local minimum of the local atomic crack interaction number has occurred
at the moment u3 (see fig. 14). At this time the crack is most opened and it is gripped again at
the time step u4.
Note that all simulations was performed twice to see reproducibility of the results.
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4. Summary
This paper presents the results of our research on propagation of a pressure stress waves in a bcc
iron crystals with the basic cubic orientation. The simulations are based on molecular dynamic
method and utilized an N-body potential of a Finnis-Sinclair type for a transition metals, [2, 3].
The comparison of the perfect crystal and the crystal with embedded crack is mentioned
here. A pre-existing Griffith (through) crack is considered, where the local atomic interactions
across the free crack faces do not exist initially. The influence of the shape, width and ampli-
tude (stress level) of the excitation pulse is studied. We observed the behavior differences of
atoms in the crack neighborhood caused by activation of the local atomic interactions across
the free crack faces, which is very important result for further analysis. The most successful
pulses for transfer of the energy across crack faces are the pulses denoted in tab. 1 by  and .
In these two cases we detected changes in the local kinetic energies of individual surface atoms
on both opposite and front crystal surfaces caused by the activation of the local atomic inter-
actions across the initially free crack faces. It will be further analyzed. According to author’s
knowledge, all the presented new results are not published till now.
Our future research will be oriented to investigations of a stress wave propagation after
the critical interaction crack-pressure pulse and on a possible mapping of the internal cracks
in materials via this non-linear phenomenon on crystal surfaces by analyzing of the atomic dis-
placements and velocities of surface atoms, which can bring useful information for the detection
of defects by the displacement or velocity sensitive transducers in NDT.
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